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The AI landscape



AI, machine learning, deep learning…



It seems the world is deep…



What you can do…
Image classification

Text processing

Object recognition

3D reconstruction

Climate prediction

Health care

many more….

Deep learning in Computer Vision, Fei-Fei Li et al., 2016



What is deep 
learning?



Lets go back in time

Implementing Deep Learning Using CuDnn, Vuno Li et al., 2016



Deep learning basics
Based on neural networks

“Just very large neural networks and a lot of data” - Andrew Ng

Input layer, hidden layer(s), output layer

Learning representations of data (images, text, sensor data, etc.)

Very popular

Seems to have superior performance compared to previous approaches?!? 

Implementing Deep Learning Using CuDnn, Vuno Li et al., 2016



Basics continued

A deep neural network consists of a hierarchy of layers, whereby 
each layer transforms the input data into more abstract 
representations (e.g. edge -> nose -> face, characters -> words -> 
sentiment ). The output layer combines those features to make 
predictions.

Implementing Deep Learning Using CuDnn, Vuno Li et al., 2016



But for what can I use 
deep learning exactly?



Feature creation
Deep learning to create automatically 
features from data

Features describe the data content in 
an abstract representation

For example face features, edges, 
colour distribution, time series, etc. 

Feature Selection: A Data Perspective, Li et al., 2016 



Classification
Deep learning is used to 
classify data

One step further than feature 
creation

Gives a final probability or 
score for classification

Often the more classes the 
better

Binary classifiers do not 
perform very well



Prediction and time series
Predict changes or 
values

Take time into 
consideration

For example video or 
network traffic 
classification



Our use case throughout this talk
Electrical vehicle energy management and optimization

Energy 
consumption

Range

Costs

Many more…
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Example system for EV optimization



Three pillars of deep learning

Algorithms

Data

Computation power



Supervised and unsupervised learning

Supervised

Labelled training data

Algorithm learns from 
experience

Unsupervised

No training data

Algorithm learns by itself

Deep learning, Andrew Ng, 2016



Learning methods general

Deep learning, Andrew Ng, 2016



Data for supervised learning
Labelled data as input

It is known what the data 
represents and the algorithm 
learns from that

Input can be compared to output

Supervised learning is “easier”



Data for unsupervised 
learning

Raw data (not labelled) data

It is not known what the data contain

Hard machine learning problem in general 
because the machine has to learn the 
labels 

Well known unsupervised learning 
methods are for example clustering

Very difficult because it is not easy to 
verify the output of the network



Usually multimodal with different aspects and attributes

Difficult to merge / fuse

What is actually important?

Is the car connected? 

How much power is in the battery?

How far did the car drive?

What is the weather?

How to the users drive / behave?

Example data collected from EVs



Battery status
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How do data science techniques scale with amount of data? 
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Performance metrics
Important to test if the algorithm 
works as intended

Different metrics like precision, 
recall, F1-score and accuracy

Different methods

Training / test set split

Cross validation

Deep learning, Andrew Ng, 2016



Building blocks
Used to create large 
deep architectures

You can stack them

Use whole neural 
networks as layers

For example CNN, 
LSTM, etc.

Long-term Recurrent Convolutional Networks for Visual Recognition and Description, Donahue et al., 2014



Architectures
Pre-trained and as well working 
evaluated deep learning architectures

VGG, Inception, ResNet, etc.

Models are often used as a starting 
point

For example, remove layers and retrain 
or use the output as features

Very Deep Convolutional Networks for Large-Scale Image Recognition, Simonyan et al., 2015, 
Rethinking the inception architecture for computer vision, Szegedy et al., 2016



Layers
Highest level building blocks

Consist of neurones or other 
building blocks

Define the architecture of a 
network

The more complex the patterns 
are in the data the more layers 
are needed

Deep learning, Andrew Ng, 2016



Vanishing gradient problem
Gradient based methods learn by understanding how changes 
effect the output

If changes in the parameters cause a very small change in the 
output of the network it can just not learn efficiently

Simple said: even a large change in the value of the 
parameters of the early layers will have a small effect on the 
output. 

For example sigmoid maps the real number line onto a "small" 
range of [0, 1]. As a result, there are large regions of the 
input space which are mapped to an extremely small range

Can be avoided by using different activation functions, smaller 
learning rate, more computation power

Deep learning, Andrew Ng, 2016



Feedforward and back propagation
Feedforward

Information goes only one direction

No cycle or loops

Back propagation

The error is propagated back trough the layers 

Each neutron has associated error value that 
roughly represents its contributions

Deep learning, Andrew Ng, 2016



How does it work

Deep learning, Andrew Ng, 2016
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Deep learning, Andrew Ng, 2016



How does it work

Deep learning, Andrew Ng, 2016
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cat



Deep learning algorithms
Feature extraction/creation

Deep belief networks, Autoencoders 
(and all other networks basically)

Classification/recognition/localisation

Convolutional neural networks, Deep 
neural networks, Capsule networks

Time series/sequences/prediction

Recurrent neural networks 

Long short term memory



Deep belief networks (DBN)
Generative, multiple layers

Each layer learns from the complete input by trying 
to reconstruct it

Connections within layers but not within the units

Can learn to probabilistically reconstruct the input

Layers act as feature detectors on inputs

Unsupervised pre-training, after that they can be 
further trained in a supervised way to perform 
classification

Deep Belief Networks, Hinton, 2006



DBN Autoencoders

Composed of two symmetrical deep belief networks. The encoding network learns to compress the input to a 
condensed vector (dimensionality reduction). The decoding network can be used to reconstruct the data

Normally used for feature creation

Works great for dimension reduction (better than principal components analysis for some cases)

Learning Deep Architectures for AI, Bengio, 2009
Hinton et. al., Deep autoencoders, 2006



Simple deep learning methods in EV context

Standard DNNs are used in 
the field of EVs

Load prediction using 
DNN

User behaviour 
modelling 

Usually simple 
approaches with only 
one data source


